<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Track</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Artists</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>I Fil Duine (Gráinne speaks of Diarmuit)</td>
<td>4'28</td>
<td>Crash Ensemble · Linda Buckley electronics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Il Cridhe lán do smuainíghthibh (A heart made full of thought)</td>
<td>5'14</td>
<td>Iarla Ó’Lionáird voice · Crash Ensemble · Linda Buckley electronics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>III Gealach agus Grian (Sun and Moon)</td>
<td>6'11</td>
<td>Isabelle O’Connell piano · Linda Buckley electronics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>IV Áimhréidh (Entanglement)</td>
<td>5'53</td>
<td>Joby Burgess percussion · Linda Buckley electronics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Fridur</td>
<td>12'02</td>
<td>Isabelle O’Connell piano · Linda Buckley electronics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Discordia</td>
<td>11'17</td>
<td>Joby Burgess percussion (canna sonora) · Linda Buckley electronics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Haza</td>
<td>14'29</td>
<td>ConTempo Quartet · Linda Buckley electronics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Kyrie</td>
<td>9'50</td>
<td>Linda Buckley voice &amp; electronics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Exploding Stars</td>
<td>8'17</td>
<td>Darragh Morgan violin · Linda Buckley electronics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total timing: 78'17
How to introduce Linda Buckley’s music? Perhaps it helps to begin with a conclusion, something the late Bob Gilmore wrote about her work in 2008. For Gilmore what made Linda Buckley’s music so special was its engagement ‘with an area of experience that new music is generally shy of, which, simplified and reduced to a single word, I’d call ecstasy […] an emotional response to the world that sees the bright places of life as clearly as the dark.’

A glance across the track listing on this debut album suggests that Gilmore was onto something. Each title explicitly identifies a state of being, sometimes in the world of things, but mostly in the world of the spirit. Gilmore was right about the music’s ecstatic qualities too. Buckley loves how things sound, whether they be acoustic instruments or the electronic tones which create a halo of resonance around the instruments, and her work celebrates this sense of music as an intensely sensuous medium. When I first got to know her we talked about her aesthetic sensibility and it was reduced to a single word, I’d call ecstasy […] an emotional response to the world that sees the bright places of life as clearly as the dark.’

As is the case for many Irish artists of her generation, Linda Buckley inhabits a world that is both local and international. Born in 1979, the youngest of nine children, she grew up on her parents’ farm on the Old Head of Kinsale in County Cork. She stayed close to home for her first degree, studying at University College Cork, and then went on to Trinity College Dublin for her doctoral studies. But she has spent extended periods abroad for artist-residencies, in Berlin, Iceland (a particular favourite, of which more later), Sweden, Italy, a Fulbright Fellowship in New York, and now in Glasgow, teaching at the Royal Scottish Conservatoire where she is the first woman to be appointed to a composition post.

What makes Buckley unusual is the way in which she connects aspects of traditional music – mostly Irish, but sometimes from other cultures too – to ‘new music’, that loose collection of evolving genres, styles and tendencies that connects composers and performers around the world. Generations of Irish musicians have sought ways of relating the music of their homeland with other musical traditions but the relationship between the classical and Irish traditions has been perhaps the most awkward.

Linda Buckley is better qualified than most to resolve this dilemma. In her family the singing and playing of Irish music was part of everyday life and in Ó Íochtar Mara (2015), the most substantial work on this album, she draws on this legacy. She is a practitioner of sean nós, the Irish ‘old style’ of elaborately ornamented solo singing, and Ó Íochtar Mara (‘From Ocean’s Floor’) was written for the voice of Iarla Ó Lionáird, one of the finest contemporary exponents of sean nós, accompanied by a string quartet and electronic drones.

The work is a song-cycle, each of the four movements based on Gaelic poems and each anchored by an electronic drone. In the first movement the drone centres on B, and the strings weave simple patterns in and around Ó Lionáird’s vocal part. The second movement works in a similar way, voice and strings moving rather more quickly and continuously, but at no point does a particular melodic line or figure emerge as the focus of the music. This quality of continuous variation defines the music’s elusive beauty. It is also a defining characteristic of the greatest sean nós singers but this aspect of Ó Íochtar Mara, as much as Ó Lionáird’s presence, places the work within the tradition.

In the third and longest movement, Ó Lionáird moves centre-stage with two extended vocal passages, the first accompanied only by a deep drone on A (the composer says that this was derived from the sound of one of the milking machines on the Buckley farm) and the second underscored by long notes in the strings. In the final movement, the electronic sounds become more mobile, shadowing the main pitch centres in the voice, and the string quartet returns to the more subsidiary role it played in the first movement. Two whispered passages interrupt the singing before the music ends with what the score describes as ‘soft “white noise” bowing […] like waves of the sea’: a haunting ending to a work which is, as she acknowledges, ‘one of the most personal things I’ve ever done’.

Soon after completing Ó Íochtar Mara Linda Buckley moved to New York City on a Fulbright scholarship. Relocations often raise questions about belonging and Buckley’s extended stay in New York raised existential questions that inform Haza (2016), for string quartet with electronics. Haza was written for the ConTempo Quartet, who commissioned it for a programme that also included Bartók’s Fourth String Quartet. Something of the spirit of that music informs Buckley’s work, particularly in its latter stages: Haza is the Hungarian word for ‘home’ and during her time in New York Buckley was very conscious that Bartók had spent his last years there, in poor health, short of money and longing for his homeland.
Haza occupies a musical landscape familiar from Ó Íochtar Mara, using sustained electronic tones to create harmonic foundations for the string quartet, often blurring the distinction between live and pre-recorded sounds. The work is in three continuous sections, and in the first two, subtitled ‘Wonder’ and ‘Float’, the instrumental textures are mostly slow, constantly varied, yet consistently athematic. The third section, ‘Rise, Home’, picks up where ‘Float’ finished but soon the texture starts to break up, with the quartet and electronics at odds with one another. As the music becomes more animated, there’s an electronics at odds with one another. As the music becomes more animated, there’s an exhilarating modulation in which the music transforms, elevated. The other instrumental works on this album have become as important to Buckley as her composed works.

In Exploding Stars (2011) the same trajectory acquires a cosmic dimension. Once again we begin in a familiar place, Darragh Morgan’s bow crossing the strings of his violin, but by the end of the music this has been overwhelmed by the seething energy of the tape part, a journey that begins as a vision of the night sky and finishes in the star itself. There’s a personal journey here too.

The third section, ‘Rise, Home’, picks up where ‘Float’ finished but soon the texture starts to break up, with the quartet and electronics at odds with one another. As the music becomes more animated, there’s an exhilarating modulation in which the music transforms, elevated. The other instrumental works on this album have become as important to Buckley as her composed works.

As a young composer Buckley attended the Association of Irish Composers’ summer school, where one of the first professional instrumentalists to play any of her music was Darragh Morgan, and all the works with instruments on this album retain a sense of the instrument-electronic dialectic that she learnt as a student. But before Exploding Stars we hear Kyrie, in which Linda Buckley’s own voice is immersed in a sea of electronic sounds. This is the closest the album comes to the mesmerising live-electronic performances that have become as important to Buckley as her composed works.

I began these notes with a conclusion; perhaps it’s right to finish with both a beginning and a promise of much more to come. ©2020 Christopher Fox
I Fil Duine
7th Century

Fil duine
frismad buide lemm diuter,
dia tibrinn in mbith mbuide,
huile, huile, cid diuert.

translation by Gerard Murphy

II Críde láin do smuaintighetbíb
16th Century

Críde láin do smuaintighetbíb
tarla druinné ré r-imtheacht;
caidheach dá úaibirgh
ris nách sgar bean a intleacht?

Brón mar fhás na fíneamhna
tarla orann re haimseir;
ní guth dhamhsa mheimheanna
tré a bhfaightear dúnú do thaidhbesibh.

Sgaradh eóin é ré fòrsuisge,
nó is múchadh gréine gile,
mo sgaradh re sniomhthuisne
tar éis mo chompáin chridhe.

by Maghnas Ó Dómhnaill

III Gealach agus Grian
(from A Ó gá naigh an chú il cheangailte)
18th Century

Agus shí mé, a ghrá,
cois trá anocht –
suí il, a ghrá ,
cois trá anocht –

(Suí il agus cuir uait na deora –
áirigh agus suíil anocht
ná feac do ghúilin feasta
ag uairg sin an tséilhbe
tá na bláthta sin fecite
agus tá mo chnámhhasa deroite...)

shúileas lá cosá trá
shúileas go hoichtt trá –
rinne toinn súgadh le toinn –
líth an cür bán mo choasa –
d’ardaíos mo shúil go mall
gus an tsaoil amuigh ar an domhain
in ainmhéid cür agus toinne
chanainn ar t-uaingeas i do shúil
gus an doilí i d’oileáis

shúileas amach ar an domhain
ó ghúilín go com agus ó chom go gualáil
nó gur sgladhadh mé
sa doilí ‘gus san uaigneas.

by Caitlín Maude (1941-1982)
Courtesy of the Caitlín Maude Estate
Published by Cló Iar-Chonnacht

IV Aímtréidh
20th Century

Súilí, a ghrá,
cois trá anoicht –
suíil agus cuir uait
na deora –
éirigh agus suíil anocht

(Labhraim leat anoicht
ó lochar mara –
labhraim leat gach oiche
ó lochar mara...) –

shúileas lá cosá trá
shúileas go hoichtt trá –
rinne toinn súgadh le toinn –
líth an cür bán mo choasa –
d’ardaíos mo shúil go mall
gus an tsaoil amuigh ar an domhain
in ainmhéid cür agus toinne
chanainn ar t-uaingeas i do shúil
gus an doilí i d’oileáis

shúileas amach ar an domhain
ó ghúilín go com agus ó chom go gualáil
nó gur sgladhadh mé
sa doilí ‘gus san uaigneas.

by Caitlín Maude (1941-1982)
Courtesy of the Caitlín Maude Estate
Published by Cló Iar-Chonnacht

IV Entanglement

Walk, my love,
on the beach tonight –
pay away your tears – rise up and walk tonight

nevermore bend your knee at that mountain grave
those flowers have withered and my bones have rotted...

(I speak to you tonight
from ocean’s floor –
I speak to you every night
from ocean’s floor...) –

I once walked on the beach –
I walked to the water’s edge –
wave frolicked with wave –
the white foam tongued my feet –
I slowly raised my eye
and there far out on the deep
where foam and wave tingle
I saw the loneliness in your eye
and the anguish in your face.

I walked out onto the deep
from knee to waist
and from waist to shoulder
until I was engulfed
by anguish and loneliness.

translation by Ciarán Mac Murchaídh

Gráinne speaks of Diarmuit

There is one
on whom I should gladly gaze,
to whom I would give the bright world,
all of it, of all of it, though it be an unequal bargain.

translation by Gerard Murphy

A heart made full of thought

A heart made full of thought
I had, before you left.
What man, however prouder,
but lost his perfect love?

Grief like the growing vine
came with time upon me.
Yet it is not through despair
I see your image still.

A bird lifting from clear water,
a bright sun put out –
such my parting, in troubled tiredness,
from the partner of my heart.

translation by Thomas Kinsella

Sun and Moon
(from O youth of the loose bound hair)

And to me, my dear,
you were sun and moon,
and more than that
you were the snow on the hills,
and more than that still
you were a guiding-light from God,
or the star of knowledge
before and behind me.

translation by Ciarán Mac Murchaídh

Gráinne speaks of Diarmuit

There is one
on whom I should gladly gaze,
to whom I would give the bright world,
all of it, of all of it, though it be an unequal bargain.
Thanks to all the musicians who took part in this journey – friends as well as performers, from my twenty year relationship with Crash Ensemble through to sharing stories of milking machine drones with Iarla Ó Lionáird, and Darragh Morgan being the first musician I ever wrote for, combining violin and electronics, at the age of eighteen. This sparked a love of merging instrumental and electronic textures, which is the thread running throughout the whole record. To Adrian Hart and David Lefeber for their sonic magic in recording, mixing and production, and Craig Carty for creating the beautiful cover artwork. Thanks to Nicol Hay for his encouragement and support, and I wish to dedicate this to my parents Mary and Daniel Buckley, who instilled in me the love of music, and are the strongest people I know. – Linda Buckley
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